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Attn:  Maecher Family 

Re:        Scoped Environmental Impact Assessment                            August 9, 2021 

454 Balmy Beach Road. Plan 447, Part Lot 25, Concession III. Geographic Township of 
Sarawak, Township of Georgian Bluffs, County of Grey, Ontario. Roll Number 
420358000405901. 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Please review before formal submission. Our scoped study included seasonal 

wildlife inventories in the spring and summer of 2021 to characterize the ecology of 

the 17 acre site and surroundings to 120m adjacent lands considering such things as 

wildlife access across the broader parcel for observed coyote and White-tailed deer.  

 

Our attached mapping indicates the sensitivities documented by our team, and 

mitigation we’ve recommended for the final preferred building envelope location. The 

parcel has a number of possible building envelope options, however of the two other 

sites a greater degree of site alteration would be required for road widening and 

driveway access. Thus, SAAR prefers the northerly option as it makes use of prior 

disturbance including an existing well-travelled laneway. The lane is capable of 

supporting vehicles present day and requires minimum upgrade, whereas building 

envelopes in the south meadow, if selected, would access along the road allowance 

bordering the southern lot limit and require more substantial shrub and tree clearing 

to access a building envelope.  

 

Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned with any questions or comments.  

 

 

Sincerely 

     

Linda Liisa Sober, H.BSc. 
Senior Biologist 
SAAR Environmental Limited 
519 374 9486 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION  

Spring and summer wildlife surveys were undertaken on the 6.8 hectare (17 acre) site to characterize 

the natural heritage and evaluate potential building envelope locations to support a single family 

residence, septic system and driveway.  

 

 

Map 1 indicates potential building envelope options on the parcel. 

 

 

Based on our field results SAAR prefers the northerly location as it makes use of an existing driveway 

access from Balmy Beach Road and a prior clearing. 

 

2.0 BACKGROUND INFORMATION SEARCH 
 

 
The Provincial Policy Statement describes natural heritage and the EIS is consistent with the 
PPS, while conforming to lower level Grey County Official Plan environmental policy. The 
PPS and related support technical guidelines, such as Significant Wildlife Habitat in 
EcoRegion 6E, have been used in the report on the ecological features and functions on and 
within 120 metres of this site to assess feasibility for the building envelope location relative 
to ecological features and functions and guide building envelope location and mitigation 
where required. 
 
One of the initial pieces of this approach to determining natural heritage on and near the site 
is the background review of existing environmental information. The Natural Heritage 
Information Centre background information, and SAAR archives, were reviewed for any 
species and habitat data on or near the study site. Existing environmental background 
documents, and SAAR archive ecology notes, indicate the following other natural heritage 
features and functions within a 10 kilometer atlas block:  



 
Species of Concern Eastern Wood Pewee 
Threatened Status Eastern Meadowlark 
Threatened Status Bobolink 
Unevaluated Wetlands 
Niagara Escarpment Biosphere Reserve, species support including Hart’s-tongue fern and 
potential Sphagnum-like Water Moss Fontinalis sphagnifolia 

 
The Eastern Meadowlark and Bobolink do reside in the ‘neighborhood’ within 10km, we have 
observed their flight and call north of Church Road. The study site meadows were evaluated 
for potential presence – quite well into shrub and tree succession making grassland a more 
historical element of the site.  
 
GSCA correctly noted that the lands are captured on the potential significant woodland layer 
of Grey County Official Plan (O.P.) mapping. As such, tree retention should be maximized 
wherever possible on the parcel relative to the percent forest cover of the municipality. 
 

The position of unevaluated wetland relative to the site can be appreciated below. Our 

ground truthing confirmed a mosaic of both wetland and upland in the southern portion of the 

study site, detailed further in Section 5.0 Vegetation Communities, pages 6-13.  

 

 

 
                 Figure 1: Unevaluated wetlands south of the study site (MNRF, 2021)   

 

 

The status of the wetlands along Balmy Beach Road was discussed with the MNRF; at times the 

unevaluated areas are added to a list for further evaluation using the Ontario Wetland Evaluation 

Manual. In any event, wetland on site has been respected and setback from development.  
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Figure 2:  The County of Grey indicates potential significant woodland in the green layer 

 

3.0 SITE CHARACTER 

 

The site supports a large area of fallow farm field on the southern portion of the parcel. This area has 

succeeded into a mosaic of denser grasses, shrub and tree layers some with wetland affinities. The 

shrub succession makes the fields less desireable for grassland nesting birds such as the Eastern 

Meadowlark and Bobolink which we censused within 10km near Church Road but not on site.  

 

The elements of tree cover are young in part, but also some planted specimen trees such as the 

Willows around the pond may back to the 1940s. A photographic diary is provided in the results 

section of the document with greater detail on the vegetation of the site.   

 



4.0 SITE INSPECTIONS  

Prior to the Site visit, satellite images of the property, land use and topographical maps were reviewed 

to identify the presence of Natural Heritage Features, available habitat and the potential for species of 

conservation concern on the Site. The Natural Heritage Areas Mapping, including the Natural 

Heritage Information Centre (NHIC) data (MNRF, 2015a), was reviewed for records of Species at 

Risk, Significant Plant Communities, Wildlife Concentration Areas and Areas of Natural and Scientific 

Interest (ANSI). 

Site visits were conducted on six (6) occasions in 2021 as detailed in Table 1 below, as well as 2020 
on a reconnaissance level during fall and winter. The reconnaissance of 2020 provided initial data on 
wildlife movement through track survey. 

 

 

Table 1 Site Inspections 

 

DATE SURVEY TYPE TIME / DURATION WEATHER CONDITIONS* 

April 8 Herptile Egg 
Biomass Surveys 

7-9pm 16C, Beaufort (B)2 

Spring Peeper  

April 23 Herptiles I 

Emergence 

10am-11am One Eastern Garter Snake, SW Quadrat 

18C B3 

May 16 ELC Vegetation 

Pond Herptiles II 

2.5 hours 3pm-5pm 

Dusk Inspection 

26 Celcius, clear 

B 2 

June 11, 28 Bird Surveys 5 :30am-6 :30am 22 Celcius, clear, B 0 

24C, B2 

July 6 SAR Surveys 11am-2pm 26 Celcius clear and sunny, B 2 

 

Site visits were conducted to a) document vegetation communities b) assess communities for 
potential value to SAR and c) assess whether species or habitat sensitivities were present such as 
wetland habitat.  

 

5.0 VEGETATION COMMUNITIES  

Pond 

 

The disturbed soil around the banks, with young succession plant species, suggests that some or all 

of the pond is a man made feature. Nevertheless, it supports natural heritage present day and 

consists of two main areas, an open water zone (OAO), and a dense cattail zone (MAS2-1).  

 

MAS2-1 Cattail Mineral Shallow Marsh 

 

The predominant function of the marsh wetland type mosaic is of herptile support in spring through 

mid summer for the Spring Peeper, Western Chorus Frog and predominant Green Frogs. The 

secondary function is one of odonate support, followed by occasional use of the pond as a stopover 

by the Great-blue Heron; we observed the heron only on one occasion but document a neighbour 

observation from prior years as well. Lemna floating aquatics are present here. Sedges included 
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Carex stipata. The edge of the pond supports a mixture of Red Maple, Reed Canary Grass, Joe-Pye 

Weed and top of bank, with Poison Ivy.    

 

OAO Open Water  

 

Appendix B details the stopover function of the pond for wildlife in spring and fall, against the 

Significant Wildlife Habitat Criteria for Eco District 6E (MNRF, 2012) and confirms pond setback from 

development with mitigation.  

 

CUT1 Mineral Cultural Thicket 

 

The shrub succession has begun on either side of the original cart trail running north-south along 

much of the parcel. Shrubs include Amelanchier, Opposite-leaved Dogwood, young White Cedar.   

 

With (SWD2) closest ecosite; The meadow mixes with a mosaic of wetland pockets in this southern 
half of the parcel. Vegetation in places reflects both upland (historical perhaps) and lowland affinity 
species, with small pockets of water still held in late summer, some dry by July but with remnant 
duckweed on soil.  

 
The standing water or vernal pooling does not cover greater than 20% of the area, to be described as 
a shrub swamp using the ELC manual. The Ash Mineral Deciduous Swamp Ecosite of SWD2 is the 
closest ELC classification unit to the expressed vegetation with SWT2 Mineral Thicket Swamp vying 
for representation at the shrub level.  

 
 

Repeat patterns of vegetation with these elements are found there:  
 
Canada Buffalo Berry  
Red-osier Dogwood 
Red Cedar 
Black Ash 
Green Ash 
Balsam poplar 
Orchard Pear Trees 
Apple trees 
Hawthorn 
Common Juniper 
 
The ground cover also reflects this mixture of both upland and lowland species with a healthy 
representation of:  
 
Poison Ivy 
Juncus effusus 

Equisetum arvense 
Agropyron repens 
Plantago major 
Joe-pye-weed 
Phleum pratense 
Equisetum hymale 
Eleocharis 
Carex crinita 
C stipata 
Mentha arvensis 
 
We have mapped this ecosite by dashed line to reflect the mosaic of both above habitat types. 

 

 



FOM4 Dry-Fresh White Cedar Mixed Forest Ecosite  

Dominant trees in this forest patch are White Cedar-White Ash-Basswood-Large-tooth Aspen-

Trembling Aspen-Balsam Poplar. Understory shrub layers include Opposite-leaved Dogwood, young 

sapling Silver Maple and White Ash.    

 

Fern layers in forest openings and edge include Eastern Bracken and Wild Sarsaparilla. Poison Ivy is 

found throughout. Fleshy forbs include Beebalm, Large-leaf Aster, Helleborine Orchid, Wood Violet, 

Daisy Fleabane, Goldenrod and Heal’s A, Carex seedlings, Herb robert, Honeysuckle (Lonicera 

dioecia) and Ground Juniper in parts suggesting, along with some Red Cedar, a prior different habitat 

or a number of shared ornamental plantings from the time of the Butchart plantings a few lots away in 

the same neighborhood.  

 

 

Map 1:  Ecological Land Classification (ELC) units that describe vegetation communities 
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FOM 4 Dry-Fresh White Cedar Mixed Forest Ecosite   

  

The tree cover on site offers a wide variety, and often mosaic patch gradation, of tree 

species that may reflect the history of settlement; farming, settling, then vegetation 

succession. The parcel supports both deciduous and coniferous tree species including White 

Cedar-White Birch-Large-toothed Aspen-Trembling Aspen-Basswood-Sugar Maple-Silver 

Maple-Red Maple-White Ash-Black Cherry-White Pine-American Elm-Jack Pine. 

 

 

MAS2-1 Cattail Mineral Shallow Marsh Type 

 

Broad-leaved cattail emergent marsh aquatic habitat supports vegetation including 

pondweed (Potamogeton natans), Wild celery, duckweed (Lemna minor), Eurasian milfoil, 

Water arum.  

 

The pond supports a number of representative dragon and damselflies. Frequent visitors are 

illustrated in the following color plates. 

 



 
Color Plates 1 and 2:  Dense pockets of cattail in the marsh provide mosquito  

nymphs for White-faced Meadowhawk dragonflies, male above and female below.  
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Color Plate 3: A specimen odonate, a damselfly known as the Familiar Bluet, located at the 

edge of the pond feature amidst Mentha arvensis. 
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Color Plate 4: Balsam Poplar lines the banks of the intermittent drainage course off the north 

parcel limits. This drain flows east to Balmy Beach Road and Georgian Bay. We observed 

the creek at bankfull condition in the spring but dry above in July of 2021.   

 

 

 



6.0 SIGNIFICANT WILDLIFE HABITAT 

 

MNRF describes this as an area where wildlife live, feed, breed, and travel to fulfill their life 

cycle. Wildlife can congregate seasonally to perform these functions. The PPS does not 

permit development and/or site alteration in these areas. 

Provincial guidelines help to define SWH (Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide 

(OMNF, 2012), Significant Wildlife Habitat Ecoregion 6E Criterion Schedule (OMNR, 2012), 

and the updated Natural Heritage Reference Manual, OMNR, 2012). The ultimate 

determination rests with the expertise of the ecologist and the reviewers.  

 

Significant wildlife habitat can be one or all of: 

 

➢ Seasonal concentrations of animals; 

➢ Rare vegetation communities or specialized habitats for wildlife 

➢ Wildlife movement corridors; and 

➢ Habitats of species of conservation concern. 

 

 

Appendix B details the potential SWH described by the Province.  

 

The tables clarify what is present or absent on the site and provide detail on why areas 

qualify, or do not, for SWH. Summarizing herein, the forest straddling the western part of the 

parcel and leading uphill to the next subdivision supports a Special Concern bird, the 

Eastern Wood Pewee. That portion of forest constitutes SWH and is setback from 

development. Further, the adjacent lands are provided with mitigation through design and 

detail including the type of lighting to maintain night sky conditions. This is safeguard the 

potential nest location of the forest bird from edge predators including raccoon. These 

measures are consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) in this regard.  

 

7.0 IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 

As part of an Environmental Impact Assessment, an impact assessment must be completed 

to determine the potential for negative impacts to significant natural features or their 

ecological functions on or within 120 m of the Site. In addition, suggestions for preventative, 

mitigative or remedial measures must also be provided.  

 

Potential impact to natural heritage can be both direct, from actual removal of habitat, to 

indirect such as the effect of heavy machinery noise or persistent intense lighting of the 

forest, impacting on nocturnal and crepuscular forest wildlife.  
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7.1 DIRECT EFFECTS 
 

These would include direct removal of habitat, whether forested, shrub succession or pond. 

The preferred building envelope location minimizes the removal of any habitat, and limits this 

to some young trees at edge. Behind the trees one finds the sandy scarp leading uphill to 

the next subdivision at East Linton (Lakeview Crescent), thus the trees are not removed 

from a larger forest patch potentially compromising the amount of forest interior; it is not a 

large woodland in this location. 

 

A potential effect of residential development is inappropriate direction of the septic system. 

This can result in funneling treated effluent toward natural heritage features, in this case the 

pond. It does appear to be an originally dug pond, with a water control feature within it to 

avoid spillover in high water moments, however since creation it now supports herptiles, 

aquatic vegetation and some minnows, supplying insects such as odonates (dragon and 

damselflies) to resident birds. As such, the continued water quality of the pond should be 

maintained during the construction and post construction phases of the project.  

 

 

7.2 INDIRECT EFFECTS 

 
Indirect effects such as the introduction of more invasive plant species can be somewhat 

controlled by recommending use of locally sourced fill material. Further, by removing non 

native plants along the existing driveway when upgrading it.  

 

Domestic pets (cats, dogs) can be kept from running loose in particular at night, minimizing 

disruption to wild animals on and near the parcel.  

 

 

 



 
 

 

Figure 3: Grey Sauble Conservation Authority hazard land and a building envelope option 

 

 

7.3 KEY SOLUTIONS 
 

Ensure that the drainage swales on the parcel, in particular those contributing even in an intermittent 

sense to the pond feature, are retained, and/or their surfacewater contribution direction (flow path), 

quality and quantity maintained in the post development environment. 

 

The marsh can be sufficiently setback from the future building. Our mapping indicates a few generally 

acceptable locations for a potential future envelope.  

 

GSS engineers note that final design and detail for the septic system will be provided by the 

proponents’ contractor. It is strongly recommended that the slope of the sewage system ensure that 

the treated effluent (tile plume) be directed away from the pond, although sloping toward the east will 
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be required for ultimate discharge to Owen Sound Bay. Thus, sub-surface effluent flow would directed 

easterly, but away from the pond, using the contour elevations of the site as a guide.   

 

GSCA has indicated a permit is required before construction, infill, diversion of drainage, in particular 
alteration of the steep slope on the west portion of the parcel. Access to the future building may cross 
the GSCA mapped regulation area and this would also be captured by the permit process and require 
GSCA requested engineering and storm reporting.  
 
The final site plan prepared by GSS, and informed by our liaison during joint site inspections, is 
provided below. 
 
 
 

  
 

    Map 2:  Final Site Plan prepared by GSS Engineering with SAAR on site liaison 
 
    See GSS report submitted under separate cover for full size map detail.  
 
 
Note the GSS plan ties in a weak swale leading into the pond feature. This was dry 
on three of four field checks, carrying spring run off and snow melt.  
 
Potential Building Envelopes 
 
A zoning by-law amendment would be required if the final selection out of three 
potential building envelopes provided in the EIS fell partly within designated 
Environmental Protection zoning.  
 
 
 
 



 

7.4 POTENTIAL SIGNIFICANT WOODLAND ANALYSIS 

 

The County of Grey identified potential significant woodland in the forest map layer (Earlier 

Figure 2). As such, SAAR also reviewed the Green in Grey background studies and 

mapping for an appreciation of possible landscape links that the treed areas may provide.  

 

Landscape linkage was examined and found to be low across the regional area; see East 

Linton and shorelands south on the diagrams below. SAAR concludes that the treed areas 

are not a critical linkage as mapped, however recommends tree retention wherever possible 

on the parcel, and has had input to the final site plan to retain special features and limit tree 

removal.   

 

 

 

 
 
 
Figure 4: Grey County “Green in Grey” Natural Heritage System 
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Figure 5:  Grey County Green in Grey Greenway Map Layer 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6: Grey County Green in Grey “Linkage” map layer 
 



 

Forest cover on site did not, with the exception of the planted Willow trees at the pond, 
exhibit old growth forest patch characteristics but rather the succession of species across 
prior farmed lands.   
 
A number of drainage swales appear to have been cut in the past on sections of the parcel, 
and the input of these to the pond feature should be maintained. As well, a larger drain is 
located to the eastern parcel limits, running north-south and paralleling behind the existing 
residential lots along Balmy Beach Road. Development should also be setback from this 
swale which carries water, based on our seasonal observations, year round; still bankfull in 
sections during late July 2021 field confirmation checks.  
 

Surveys within the forested portions of the parcel included breeding bird early morning bird 

song and bat dusk and dawn observations, as well as potential roost tree presence/absence 

for bats were undertaken. The Recovery Strategy and field protocols were consulted, and 

we confirm that 10km blocks of potential critical habitat did not capture this location.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Grid squares that indicate possible critical habitat within those squares for Little 

Brown, Northern Myotis and Tri-colored Bat 

 

Impacts listed in the reporting are caver groups, wind turbine effects, infilling dug wells. The 

single family residence being proposed does not trigger any of those specific impacts and 

the site does not support hibernaculae such as caves or deep wells.  
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Potential roost trees for summer use were noted and setback from development to ensure 

the final building envelope achieved separation distance.  

 

7.4.1 OLDER SPECIMEN TREES 

 

There are two Willow specimen trees of significant age and the building has been setback 

from the dripline of the closest one, the other Willow being further away along the south limit 

of the pond. 

 

 
Color Plate 5:  See binoculars at base of tree for reference scale of the tree diameter 

 

 



7.5 BLACK BEAR  

It is easy to under-census this animal because it is mostly nocturnal, and often arboreal 

when foraging within trees on leaves, fruit, nuts and buds. Bear also hide young up trees 

until they return from foraging (en sensu, Banfield, 1974). It is also easy to ‘miss’ seeing a 

black bear because they are large ranging mammals, roaming around twenty kilometers for 

females and up to ten times this distance for larger males.  

 

We found no evidence of a bear den on or near the site.  We then considered the potential 

for cumulative effects on the sometime use of the upland between summer and winter 

range, in a landscape that is settled and in the process of settling further with approved 

subdivision growth.  

 

This is a challenge for all in the plan review system as the prior historical wild lands have 

been first used for farming in this area, which also continues nearby, but now also expands 

for residential subdivision development.  Present day conditions restrict wilder animals in this 

sense and it appears that passage remains in these developed parts of Sarawak (Township 

of Georgian Bluffs) by virtue of the remaining larger tracts of farmed land that support some 

measure of forest patches.  

 

We observed bear scat and a roving bear in May within 1km on upland west of Balmy Beach 

Road. The bear was not observed again after the initial sighting. The sole observation 

suggests bear at times, and given years, use the uplands as a travel route between summer 

and winter range.  

 

SAAR reviewed the research on suitable movement corridor widths to ensure the proposal 

remains consistent with the PPS S. 2.1.2 on wildlife corridors. Tree cover is predominantly 

retained where it exists on the parcel, with the exception of a required and recommended 

fire break immediately around the building for safety. The parcel under review, contrast to 

the existing subdivision on Balmy Beach Road, adjacent Lakeview Drive and Alexandria 

subdivisions (East Linton) is being modestly developed; one single family residence over a 

17 hectare property vs. multiple estate lots. I understand that this does not guarantee single 

family use in perpetuity however it is presently a modest low level of development on this 

tract and continues to provide safe travel for fur bearers in the area. These include coyote, 

fox, white-tailed deer and less frequently, black bear.  

 

In more rural locations our team suggests enhancement plantings that bolster and increase 

the percentage of mast trees (nut) and fruit food source for the black bear, but in this 

location it is counter productive to the safety of the black bear to elicit new use of summer 

habitat, and also to the safety of the existing and future human residents.  
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8.0 IMPACT STATEMENT 
 

 

The assessment represents the conditions at the subject property at the time of the 

assessment, and is based on the information referenced and contained in the report. The 

conclusions presented herein represent the best judgment of assessors using current policy. 

 

Adhering to mitigation the parcel achieves adequate setback from the dug pond feature, and 

with restrictions on type of lighting and timing of construction meets Migratory Bird 

Convention Act statute and is consistent with the Provincial Policy Statement, lower and 

upper tier official plans as well as Species at Risk Act. 

 

 

 

We trust that this information is satisfactory for your current requirements.   

 

Please do not hesitate to call our office with any follow up questions or comments.  

 

 

 

Report prepared by:      

SAAR Environmental Limited 

 

 
Linda Liisa Sober, H.B.Sc. 

Senior Biologist 

SAAR Environmental Limited 

519 374 9486 

 

Mitigation Table 1 follows for recommended inclusion in Site Plan Control (SPC) 



TABLE 1: MITIGATION AND ENHANCEMENT                                

MITIGATION MEASURES PLANNING TOOL 

1. Locate building envelope predominantly on previously disturbed area, 
similarly use the existing lane for the driveway and upgrade it 

Site Plan Control (SPC) 

2. Conserve specimen older (non native but old) Willow trees by the 
flagged setback for their root zone. Dripline was established on site 
with SAAR, GSS engineers and proponents   

SPC 

3. Place erosion control fencing around the perimeter of the construction 
site to restrict soil from entry to the pond or intermittent swales on site 

SPC 

4. Maintain the pre construction surfacewater input to the pond feature SPC 

5. Retain dead standing specimen trees in forest patch where not a safety 
hazard or if cutting any cavity tree, conduct additional reconnaissance 
to confirm presence/absence of bats and contact MOECP for scope of 
additional bat surveys.  Erect bat boxes at west forest patch edge.    

SPC 

6. Site building envelope to minimize tree removal. Ensure tree clearing 
takes place outside of April 1- August 1 (Migratory Bird Convention 
Act) OR if within time period obtain clearance from qualified biologist 
confirming no nests 

Statue Compliance and 
SPC 

7. Limit driveway to a pervious surface vs. asphalt. Asphalt can attract 
wildlife like turtles, snakes and frogs which are then subject to vehicle 
mortality. Examples of pervious driveways are: interlocking brick, 
crushed granular gravel and more  

SPC 

8. To safeguard low light conditions required for crepuscular wildlife, limit 
construction noise outside of dusk to dawn periods 

9. Further, use downward directed hooded lighting vs. barn style light 
standards to maintain night sky condition. This will also assist in 
maintaining the night sky for human recreational viewing of the 
constellations 

SPC 

ENHANCEMENT MEASURES PLANNING TOOL 

10. Remove non native species along the cart trail when upgrading for 
driveway standard. Species include coltsfoot, cowvetch 

11. Enhance Monarch Butterfly Common Milkweed areas 
existing at north border to pond by seeding native Joe-Pye 
Weed, Bee Balm and New England Aster. This material 
can also be supported on the septic bed with native 
grasses versus exotic Kentucky Bluegrass  

12. Do not stockpile material for septic on-site more than 60 
days to avoid attracting burrowing wildlife (i.e. Belted 
Kingfisher on site may burrow, then stockpile cannot be 
used until young have fledged) 

SPC 
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APPENDIX A  SPECIES LISTS 

Mammals 

Family              Species Scientific Name Status 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Insectivora Black-backed 

Shrew 

Sorex arcticus G5S5                     

 Common Shrew Sorex cinerus G5S5  X                  

 Smoky Shrew Sorex fumeus G5S5                     

 Pygmy Shrew Sorex hoyi G5S4                     

 Water Shrew Sorex palustris G5S5                     

 Northern Short-

tailed Shrew 

Blarina 

brevicauda 

G5S5                     

 Hairy-tailed Mole Parascalops 

breweri 

G5S4                     

 Star-nosed Mole Condylura 

cristata 

G5S5  X                   

Chiroptera Little Brown Bat Myotis lucifuga G5S5                     

 Northern Long-

eared Bat 

Myotis 

septentrionalis 

G4S3                     

 Silver-haired Bat Lasionycteris 

noctivagans 

G5S4                     

 Big Brown Bat Eptesicus fuscus G5S5  X                   

 Eastern Red Bat Lasiurus borealis G5S4                     

 Hoary Bat Lasiurus 

cinereus 

G5S4                     

Lagomorpha Snowshoe Hare Lepus 

americanus 

G5S5  X                   

Rodentia Least Chipmunk Tamias minimus G5S5                     

 Eastern 

Chipmunk 

Tamias striatus G5S5  X                   

 Woodchuck Marmota monax G5S5                     

 Gray Squirrel 

(Black Phase) 

Sciurus 

carolinensis 

G5S5                     

 Red Squirrel Tamiasciurus 

hudsonicus 

G5S5  X                  

 Northern Flying 

Squirrel 

Glaucomys 

sabrinus 

G5S5                     

 Beaver Castor 

canadensis 

G5S5                     

 Deer Mouse Peromyscus 

maniculatus 

G5S5                     
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 Southern Red-

backed Vole 

Clethrionomys 

gapperi 

G5S5                     

 Rock Vole Microtus 

chrotorrhinus 

G4S3                     

 Meadow Vole Microtus 

pennsylvanicus 

G5S5  X                   

 Muskrat Ondatra 

zibethicus 

G5S5                     

 Southern Bog 

Lemming 

Synaptomys 

cooperi 

G5S4                     

 Norway Rat Rattus 

norvegicus 

G5SE                     

 House Mouse Mus musculus G5SE                     

 Meadow Jumping 

Mouse 

Zapus hudsonius G5S5                     

 Woodland 

Jumping Mouse 

Napaeozapus 

insignis 

G5S5                     

 Porcupine Erethizon 

dorsatum 

G5S5                     

Carnivora Coyote Canis latrans G5S5  X                   

 Eastern Wolf Canis lupus G4S4                     

 Red Fox Vulpes vulpes G5S5  X                   

 Black Bear Ursus 

americanus 

G5S5  M                  

 Raccoon Procyon lotor G5S5  X                   

 Marten Martes 

americana 

G5S5                     

 Fisher Martes pennanti G5S5                     

 Ermine Mustela erminea G5S5                     

 Long-tailed 

Weasel 

Mustela frenata G5S4                     

 Least Weasel Mustela nivalis G5SU                     

 Mink Mustela vison G5S5                     

 Striped Skunk Mephitis mephitis G5S5  X                   

 Canada Lynx Lynx canadensis G5S5                     

 Bobcat Lynx rufus G5S4                     

 White-tailed Deer Odocoileus 

virginianus 

G5S5  X   

 

 

                

 Moose Alces alces G5S5                     

 
 



BIRDS 

Gray Catbird 

American Robin 

Common Mallard 

Black-capped Chickadee 

Yellow Warbler 

Chestnut-sided Warbler 

Yellow-rumped Warbler 

Common Yellowthroat 

Red-eyed Vireo 

Eastern Wood Pewee ADJ with timing setback extending onto southcentral forest patch on site 

Eastern Kingbird 

Alder Flycatcher 

Great-crested Flycatcher 

Eastern Phoebe 

Killdeer 

Great-blue Heron (stopover feed, 2 mornings) 

Swamp Sparrow 

Red-winged Blackbird 

Belted Kingfisher 

House Wren 

Blue Jay 

American Crow 

Common Grackle 

Chipping Sparrow 

American Goldfinch 

American Redstart 

Northern Flicker 

Screech Owl (M) ADJ 

Wild Turkey 
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Ruffed Grouse 

Chipping Sparrow 

Cardinal 

Barred Owl (M) 

Kestrel 

 

 

Odonata  

Dot-faced Skimmer 

White-faced Meadowhawk 

Giant Green Darner 

Familiar Bluet 

 

 

Herptiles 

Eastern Redback Salamander 

Eastern Garter Snake 

Wood Frog 

Spring Peeper 

Green Frog 

American Toad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX B     SIGNIFICANT WILDLIFE HABITAT (SWH) 

 

Wildlife habitat is defined as areas where plants, animals, and other organisms live and find adequate 
amounts of food, water, shelter, and space needed to sustain their populations. Specific wildlife 
habitats of concern may include areas where species concentrate at a vulnerable point in their annual 
life cycle and areas that are important to migratory or non-migratory species (OMMAH, 2014).  

Wildlife habitat is referred to as significant if it is ecologically important in terms of features, functions, 
representation or amount, and contributing to the quality and diversity of an identifiable geographic 
area or Natural Heritage System (OMMAH, 2014). Development and Site alteration within significant 
wildlife habitat is not permitted under the PPS (OMMAH, 2014). Guidelines and criteria for the 
identification of significant wildlife are detailed in the Significant Wildlife Habitat Technical Guide 
(OMNF, 2000), Significant Wildlife Habitat Ecoregion 6E Criterion Schedule (OMNR, 2012), and the 
Natural Heritage Reference Manual (OMNR, 2012).  

The intent and content of the above have been summarized in table format by SAAR for reviewers to 
provide a transparent checklist of steps taken during our analysis.  
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A Seasonal Concentration Areas of Animals 

 
HABITAT TYPE 

 

 
PRESENCE 

 

 
MITIGATION/TOOL 

 
Waterfowl Stopover and 
Staging Areas (Terrestrial) 

 
 

 

Waterfowl Stopover and 
Staging Areas (Aquatic) 

 
       X 

Low measure of stopover (Common Mallard, one 
Goldeneye) not meeting criteria but maintaining 
the pond feature is a goal of the proponents, 
achieved through setback and mitigation 
including restrictions on night lighting  

Shorebird Migratory Stopover 
Areas 

  

Raptor Wintering Areas   

Bat Hibernacula   

Bat Maternity Roosting Habitat/ 
Forested Bat Maternity 
Colonies 

Potential Roost 
Trees in West 
Forest 

These have been setback from development.  

Bat Migratory Stopover Area   

Turtle Wintering Areas   

Reptile Hibernacula             

Colonially-Nesting Bird 
Breeding Habitat (Bank & Cliff) 

  

Colonially-nesting Bird 
Breeding Habitat (Tree/Shrub) 

  

Colonially-nesting Bird 
Breeding Habitat (Ground) 

  

Migratory Butterfly Stopover    

Landbird Migratory Stopover    

Deer Yarding or Congregation   

B Rare Vegetation Communities 

 
HABITAT TYPE 

 

 
PRESENCE 

 
MITIGATION/TOOL 

Cliffs and Talus Slopes   

Sand Barren   

Alvar   

Old Growth Forest   

Savannah   

Tallgrass Prairie   

Other Rare Vegetation 
Communities 

            

 

C Specialized Habitat for Wildlife 

 
HABITAT TYPE 

 

 
PRESENCE 

 
MITIGATION/TOOL 

Waterfowl Nesting Area          X 
 

Common Mallard nested in field south of pond, 
and guarded territory along Balmy Beach 
roadside ditch in four areas along the 4km stretch 



of road. Nesting included upland fields similar to 
this one 
 
Distance from construction however continued 
future presence can be mitigated by use of 
downward directed path lighting for night sky 
mitigation also protecting crepuscular and 
nocturnal activity of other wildlife 

Bald Eagle and Osprey 
Nesting, Foraging and 
Perching Habitat 

           
 

Woodland Raptor Nesting Habitat   

Turtle Nesting Areas Potential Pond banks with exposed soil are retained and 
setback from development 

Seeps / Springs   

Amphibian Breeding Habitat 
(Woodland) 

  

Amphibian Breeding Habitat 
(Wetlands/ non-forested wetlands) 

Detailed below  

Woodland Area-Sensitive Bird 
Breeding Habitat 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D Habitat for Species of Conservation Concern (Excludes 
Endangered/Threatened) 

 
HABITAT TYPE 

 

 
PRESENCE 

 
MITIGATION/TOOL 

Marsh Bird Breeding Habitat  
        X 

Timing window for construction to avoid peak 
breeding bird period 

Open Country Bird Breeding 
Habitat 

  

Shrub/Early Succession Bird 
Breeding Habitat 

Habitat but not 
species 
criteria; no 
Brown 
Thrasher, 
Clay-coloured 
Sparrow or 
Black-billed 
Cuckoo 

Habitat will remain on either side of the north-
south historical cart trail 

Terrestrial Crayfish   

Special Concern & Rare 
Wildlife Species 

       X Monarch butterfly present on nectar forbs. 
Maintaining milkweed at the northwest pond 
border and enhancing with noted species will 
continue to provide a food source for the butterfly 
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E Animal Movement Corridors 

 
HABITAT TYPE 

 

 
PRESENCE 

 
MITIGATION/TOOL 

Amphibian Movement Corridors Does not meet 
SWHG 
diversity and 
abundance 
criteria 

Did not support 2 or more of the listed frog/toad 
species with at least 20 individuals or with Call 
Level Codes of 3 for 2 or more of the listed 
species.  
 
Local level mitigation involves use of filter cloth 
barrier during construction to limit sediment and a 
setback from pond 

Deer Movement Corridors  Single track Retain adequate space on parcel for continued 
passage of the few deer 

 
F Exceptions for EcoRegion 6E 

 
HABITAT TYPE 

 

 
PRESENCE 

 
MITIGATION/TOOL 

Eco-District 6E-17 - Lek 
Historical use 
Exclusions: apply only to 
Manitoulin Island for 6E 

 
N/A 

 

Black Bear habitat types 
On Bruce Peninsula  
 
 
 
 

N/A not on 
peninsula 
 
(EcoRegion 6E 
ELC Criteria) 

 

 


